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Abstract 
This paper is the second part of [5]. We examine special incidence 
structures of type (p, n) in which the conditions IT = Rl+1 and a\ Z m\ 
are valid for a certain i £ {0,..., n — 1}. 
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2000 Mathematics Subject Classification: 06B05, 08A35 
This paper is a continuation of [5]. Thus we use the denotation, the num-
bering of propositions, theorems, figures and enclosures from [5]. We examine 
special incidence structures of type (p, n) in which the conditions Rl = It2+1 
and a'- X m[ are valid for certain i £ {0 , . . . , n— 1}. Such incidence structures 
satisfy the conditions either from Proposition 4 or from Proposition 5 of [5]. In 
[5] there are all special incidence structures of type (p, n) of the first kind de-
scribed. In what follows we consider special incidence structures J of type (p, n) 
satisfying the conditions from Proposition 5. Hence, accepting the denotation 
from [5], we assume that k = Z, u ,̂ a^+2 I b and B
%+2 = {6, mj + i } U (Q
l — {n/-}), 
Bi-1 = {b,m'i}\J{Q
i-{nk}). 
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Let J2 = (G2, M 2 , J 2) be a substructure of J where G2 = G i , M 2 = MiU{b}. 
If we put Bj = {b ,ra-,ra i+1}U(Q
z ' - { n ^ , ^ } ) for each j G { l , . . . , p - 1} - {&}, 
then the graph of the incidence structure J72
p has a form 
Щ: 
Gp2: 




Since J is of type (p, n) there exist Ai+3, A*"1 G Gp such that Ai+3 J p H?+2 
and A1'1 P B1'1. Furthermore, A ^ 3 , ^ " 1 ^ G? and there exist elements 
d G A i + 3 , e G A2'"1 such that d, e G G - Gx. 
Proposit ion 6 Ai+3 = {d,ai+2} U (R
i - {gu}), A
1'1 = {e,a^} U (R{ - {gu>}). 
Proof From Ai+2 = {a i + 2 } U R
l and \Ai+2 n A i + 3 | = p - 1 we get either 
^ + 3 = {d}UIT or .A i+3 = {d,ai+2}U(R
i-{gu}) for a certain u G { 1 , . . . , D - 1 } . 
Similarly, from A1 = {a^} U It1' and |A l _ 1 n A'l = p - 1 we obtain either A1'1 = 
{e} U R* or A ^ 1 = {e, a'J U ( # - {a^}). 
First let us suppose that Ai+3 = {d} U R\ Because of A*+3 P Bi+2 there 
exists a norming mapping a : Al+3 —> B%+2 in which a(d) = mi+i,a(gk) = b 
and a(gj) = nj for j ^ k. lid I nk, then A.
z+3 Ip J?z + 1 which is a contradiction. 
Thus dX nk. If dX m't, then A
i + 3 Ip H'"1 which is a contradiction. If d I mj, 
then A' P Bl where A! = {d.a^} U (I?1 - {g/J). This is a contradiction again. 
In a similar way one can show that A1"1 = {e} U Rl does not hold. Hence 
^ + 3 = {d, ai+2} U (R* - {<?„}), A^
1 = {e, a',} U (R* - {gu,}). • 
Proposit ion 7 Je£ -Ai+3, A1 x be oiuen according to Proposition 6. Then u = k 
if and only if u' = k. If u = k, then d = e and for a substructure Js = 
(G 3 ,M 3 , I 3 ) of J where G3 = G xU{d} ; M3 = MiU{b} the Jl has the following 
graph: 





Ck A**1 A1 Ai+1 Ai+2 Ai+3 
Furthermore, Ej = {d, a-,a*+i} U (R
l - {gk,gj}) for all j ^ k. 
Proof Let u — k. There exists a norming mapping (3 : Bl+2 -» Al+3 in 
which /3(b) =. d, /3(ra i+i) = a i + 2 and P(nj) = gj for j ^ k. If d X nk, then 
Ai+s p Bi+X w n i c n i s a contradiction. Thus d I nk. If d / raj, then A' F £* 
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where A' = {d} U It4. This is a contradiction again. Hence d I m\. It means 
that A' P B1'1 where A' = { d , a j U (W - {afc}). Since A' ^ A
1 we get 
A1'1 = { d , a j U (It1' - {afc}) = { e , a j U (R
{ - {gu>}) and thus v! = fc, d = e. If 
we put JSj = {d, a-, a,+2} U (It' - {afc, gj) for j ^ fc, then Ej P Bj D 
Enclosure 11 shows the described situation in the case of p = 5 and fc = 2. 
1. First assume that u — fc. Thus A l + 3 = {d, a i + 2 } U (It
1 - {gfc}) and 
A*-1 = { d , a j U (IT - {Ofc}). From b ̂  m\,mi+1 we have B
{+2 ̂  X^ and 
jgi-i -^ /v-j for all j 6 { 1 , . . . ,p - 1}. Since .Jf is of type (p, n) there exists either 
Bi+3 Q r j^-2^ 
Proposition 8 If Bl+3 exists, then Bl+3 = {x,b, mi+i}U(Q' i-{n f c , ng}) ivaere 
x G M - (Mi U {6}). Let J 4 = (G 4 ,M 4 , I 4 ) be a substructure of J with G4 = 
Gi U {d}, M4 = Mi U {b,x}. Then J% has a graph 
M\: 
G\: 
ßi~l ßi ßi+1 ßiЛ-2 ßi+3 Bq Xq 





Proof Let B{+3 exist. Then Hi+3 % Mx U {b} and there exists x G £
i + 3 , 
x£MxU {b}. Since H
i+2 = {b, m m } U (Q
l - {nfc}) and |H
i + 2 n Bi+3\ = p - 1 
we get either Hi+3 = {x,o} U (Q{ - {nfc}) or J5
i + 3 = {z,m»+i} U (Q* - {nfc}) 
or B?'+3 = {x,b,nTi+i} U (Ql - { n f c , n j ) . There exists a norming mapping 
a : Ai+3 -> Hi+3 because A i + 3 Ip Hi+3. 
a) Assume that Bl+3 = {x,b} U (Ql - {nk}). Then a(ai+2) = x, a(d) = b 
and a(9j) = n j for j + fc. If gfc / x, then ^
i + 2 F IT where H' = {x} U It\ 
a contradiction. Thus gkX x. If at the same time a\ X x, then AL^
-1 P Hz+3 
which is a contradiction. In the case a\ I x we have A1 P B' where I?' = 
{ x , r a j U (Q l — {nk}) and this is a contradiction again. 
b) Assume that Bl+3 = {x,mi+i} U (Q
l - {nk}). Then a(ai+2) = ra»+i, 
a(d) = x and a(gj) = n? for j ^ fc. If gfc / x, then A
l + 2 Lp H2+3 which is a 
contradiction. Thus gk I x. If a\X x, then A
1 P B' where B' = {.r} UQ* which 
is a contradiction. Thus a\ I x. If az+i X x, then A'
+1 Ip B' where I3' = {x}uQ{ 
and this is a contradiction. Let a,+i I x. This implies A1"1 P {x,m\} U (Ql -
{nk}) whence IT"
2 = { x , r a j U (Qi - {nfc}). Therefore, A' F H
i+3,H^2 for 
A/ — {d? a z + 2} U (R! - {gk}) which is a contradiction again. 
c) According to a), b) we have Bl+3 = {x,b ,m,+i} U (Qi - { n f c , n j ) . Then 
a(a,+2) = mi+i, a(d) = 6, a ( ^ ) = x and a ( ^ ) = n, for j 7- fc,g. If afc 7 x, 
then Ai+2 P Hi+3 which is a contradiction. Thus gk X x. Let a\ I x. Then 
G9 Ip I?' where I?' = { ^ , ^ , ^ i + J U (Ql - {nfc,ng}) which is a contradiction 
because B' 7- Jf9, J3g. Thus a - . / x . It means that Eq P £
i + 3 and the incidence 
structure J? has the graph presented in the proposition. D 
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The validity of Proposition 8 does not depend on the incidence of elements 
ai+\ and x. 
Enclosures 12, 13 show the situation for p = 5, k = 2 and q = 1. There are 
ai+i I x at Encl. 12 and ai+\X x at Encl. 13. 
Proposition 9 If Bl~2 exists, then Bl~2 = {y,b,m'i} U (Q
% - {nk,nq/}) where 
y e M - (Mi - {b}). If J4 = (G 4 ,M 4 , I 4 ) is a substructure of J with G4 = 
G\ U {d} and M4 = Mi U {b, y}, then j£ has a graph 
XJ Bj Xk 
Џ 
ě 
Ck Cq' Eqf A
l~l A1' Ai+l Ai+2 A{+3 CjEj 
The proof is similar to Proposition 8. In this case gkX y, ai+2X y-
Remark 4 If B z + 3 and Bl~2 exist, then q ^ q' and x ^ y. 
Theorem 9 Let J5 = ( G 5 , M 5 , I 5 ) be a substructure of J with G 5 = Gx U{d}. 
M 5 = Mi U {b,x,y}. If Ej P B where B % M 5 . then Er P B for a certain 
r / Q,q'J and Bj n B = BDBr. 
Proof It follows from Eq P B
l+3,Bq and Eq. P B
l~2,Bq, that j ^ q,q'. 
z \ M 5 . It holds JSj F B^,B and thus Since B g M 5 there exists z e B 
\B H By| = p - 1. From Bj = {b,m^,m i + 1} U (Q* - K , n , } ) we get B = 
{z,m' i ,m i + 1 } U (Q
l - {nk,nj}) or B = {z,b,m'i} U (Q* - {n^n,}) or B = 
{z,b,mi+i} U (Q
f - {nk,nj}) or B = {z,b ,mj,m i + 1 } U (Q
1' - {n^,^-,^}) . 
There exists a norming mapping a : Ej -» B because Bj Ip B . 
a) Let B = {z,m^,m i + 1 } U (Q* - {nk,nj}). Then a(d) = z, a(ai+2) = 
mi+i, a(a'i) = m[ and a(gt) = m for / ^ k, j . If afc / z, then C
j P B 
which is a contradiction. Hence gk I z. If gj X z, then A
1 P B' where 
B' = {z, m^}U (Ql - {nk}). This is a contradiction again. Finally, gj I z implies 
Ai+s JP B' where B' = {z,mi+i} U (Q
{ - {nfc}) and this is a contradiction. 
b) Let B = {z,b,m'{} U (Q* - {n*,^-}). Then a(d) = b, a ( a i + 2 ) = z, 
a(a[) = m'i and a(a ? ) = m for l ^ k,j. If ^ / z, then A*"
1 P B' where 
B' = {z,b,m' i} U (Q* - {nk,nq}) which is a contradiction. Let gk X z. Then 
A1' P B' where B' = {z,m' i} U (Q* - {Uk}). This is a contradiction again. If 
gk I z, then A
i + 2 J p B' where B' = {z} u Q
l which is a contradiction. 
c) Let B = { z , b , m m } U (Q
i - {nk,nj}). Then a(d) = b, a(ai+2) = m i + 1 , 
a(a'-) = z and o^O/) = m for l ^ k, j . If ^ / z, then A^+3 F B' where 
B' = {z,b ,m i + 1 } U (Q
l - {nk,nq}) which is a contradiction. Hence gj I z. If 
gk X z, then A^
2 P B' where B' = {z ,m i + 1 } U (Q* - {nk}) and this is a 
contradiction again. If gk I z, then A
1 P B' where B' = {z} U Ql which is a 
contradiction. 
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d) According to a)-c) we obtain B = { ,̂ 6, m ' - ,mi + i } U (Q
z - {nk,nj,nr}). 
Then a(d) = 6, a(ai+2) = m m , a ^ ) = m | , afar) = * and a(gt) = m for 
l^k,j,r. LetgkIz. Then C-
7' Ip 5 ' where Bt%~z {^,m-,m,+ i}U(Q
t-{nfc,n j}) 
which is a contradiction because H' ^ X^Bj. Thus gkX z. Let ^ / z. Then 
^z '+3 F B' where H' = {z ,b ,m i + i } U (Q* - {rifc,nr})
 w h i c n i s a contradiction. 
Hence Gfc,^ X z which yields Fr P B. If r = g, then from £ ^ B
i+3,Bq we 
obtain a contradiction. Thus r ^ q. Similarly r ^ q' - It is easy to see that 
BjnB = {6, m'iy m m } U (Q
1' - {nfc, n , , n r}) = 5 0 # r - ° 
Theorem 10 J /C* P B, then B = Xk. 
Proof Let us suppose that Ck P B and B ^ K*\ Then 1? g Mi U{6, x, y} and 
thus there exists v <E 5 , D ^ Mx U {6, x ,u}. It follows from C^ I
p Xk,B that 
|HnK f e | = p - 1 . Hence B = {D, m^}U(Q i-{nfc}) or B = {v, m i + i}U(Q
z-{nfc}) 
or B = {D ,m^m i + i} U (Q
l — {nk,nr}). There exists a norming mapping a : 
Ck -> B. 
a) Let B = {D,m-} U (Q l - {nk}). Then a(a^+2) = i>, a(a'J = m^ and 
a(gj) =nj for j ^ fc. I fg fc /v , then A
i P B' where B' = {U ,mJ U (Q* - {nk}) 
which is a contradiction because of B' / Bl,Bl~l. If gk I D, then A^+
2 P B' 
where B' = {v} U Q%. This is a contradiction again. 
b) If B = {v, m l + i } U (Q
l — {n/.}), we obtain a contradiction similarly to the 
case a). 
c) Let B = {v,m'-,ml+i} U (Q
l - {nk,nr}). Then a ( a i + 2 ) = m i + i , a(a'i) = 
m\, a(gr) = v and a(gj) = nj for j ^ k,r. If gk I u, then A
1 P Be where 
B' = {'v,m'i} U (Q
{ - {nr}) which is a contradiction. If gkX v, then C
r P B' 
which is a contradiction again. 
It follows from a), b), c) that B = Xk. D 
Let us suppose that there does not exist the set H*~2. Then the set I3i+3 
exists and the incidence structure Jp has the graph from Proposition 8. 
At the same time A1'1 = A0, thus i = 1. Let us put L = { 1 , . . . ,p— 1} again 
and let V = L - {k, g}. If Ej G G\, j / g, then there exists a set B C M - M4 
such that Ej Ip J5. By Theorem 9, there exists Er C G
p (where r G V, r ^ j ) 
such that ErP B. 
Let us put Yj := B and r = £(•;'). By this a bijective mapping £ of the set V 
is assigned which is involutory. Let (p : L —» L is the mapping from Theorem 7. 
If we put (p(q) = g2, then a set Aq £ G
p exists such that Aq P X
q,Xq2. If 
g2 ^ k, then C
q2 P Bq2 and Eq2 P Bq2. (See Figure 5 where the graph of the 
substructure J[ is emphasized.) 
M p _ B
1-1 Bl B^B^B^3 Bq X




' A0 Ai Ai+lAi+2Ai+3 Eq (jq Aq C
q* Eq2 Eq3 C
q* 
Figure 5 
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There exists Yq2 G M
p such that EQ2 P Yq2 and, by Theorem 9, there exists 
Eq3 G M




p exists with Aq3 P X
93 and Aq3 P X
q4 where <D(g3) = g4. If g4 ^ k, 
then we proceed in the same way until we get Eqp_2 I
p BQp_2, C
qp~2 P Xqp~2, 
\ _ 2 P X
qp-2,Xqp-i and C^-1 P Xqp~' where gp__i = k
Pand O - - = An by 
Theorem 10. 
If the set B%~2 exists and H2+3 does not, then Al+3 = An and we proceed 
analogously to the previous case, using qf instead of q. 
Let us assume that there exist both sets B%~2,Bl+3. Then we put L" = 
L — {k, q,qf}. Consider mappings <D : L -> L, £ : L" —> L" described in the first 
case. Let us put 
(pfy . . . £<D(g) = qi+1 and <p£<p . . . £<D(g') = g^+i 
for I e { 1 , . . . , u} and r G { 1 , . . . , i;} where -H + i> + 2 = p - 1. Then either 
i = u + l o r k = t; + l. Suppose that k = u + 1. Then, by Theorem 10, 
B9i+1-Y^+i K^ X*' B ^ B * -








q2 Cq« AQn A
n 
Figure 6 
According to Theorem 9 there does not exist B G Mp such that Eq>v x P B 
and B y£ Bq> , thus Eq> = A
0. Figure 6 shows the graph of Jp emphasizing 
the substructure Jf. By assumption, AinAi+1 = ^ + 1 f l A i + 2 ; from Theorem 6 
we have Cq* nAqj = Aqj nC
qj+1 if gi := g and j e { 1 , . . . , u}. At the same time, 
C«J n i4g/ = Aq> H C ^
1 if gi := qf and j G { 1 , . . . , v}. Furthermore, Hi+2 n 
B{+3 = Bi+3nBq = {O,mi+i}u(Q
i-{n/e,nJ) and B
i"1DBi-2 = Bi-2nBq> = 
{b, m / JU(Q i - { n k , nq>}). It follows from Theorem 9 that Bq. nYq. = Yqj nBqj+1 
for j G { 2 , . . . , u - 1} and JB^ n Yqt = Yq> D jBg/+i for j G { 2 , . . . , v - 1}. If 
p = 2g + 1, then n = 5g + 3. 
2. Assume that u ^ k. Then, by Proposition 7, also uf ^ k where jB i + 2 = 
{b, m < + i} U (Q* - {nfc}), FT"
1 = {6, ro'J U (Q* - {nfc}), A






f})- Since Jf is of type (p,n) there exist norming 
mappings ax : A
i+3 -> £ l + 2 , a2 : A
1'1 -> H1'"1. 
Proposition 10 T/ie following statements hold: 
(i) dXnu,nk; dXm\^ A^





(ii) eX nu>,nk; eX rni+1 <& A
1'1 P Bu>. e I m»+i <=> A
i + 3 = {e ,a i + 2 } U 
(#-{&-'})• 
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Proo f (i) It follows from u ^ k that ax(d) = n u , thus dXnu, ai(a;+2) = m?:+i, 
ai(g/c) = b and cYi(Or) = n r for r ^ k,u. If d I n/c, then j l
i + 3 Ip Bi+1 which is 
a contradiction and hence dX n^. 
If dX m'i, then A.i+3 F Bu. Conversely, A
i+3 P Bu implies the existence 
of just one norming mapping a : Al+3 ~» Hu with a(d) = m\ and thus dX m
f
{. 
If d I m{, then ,4' Ip H*"1 where A1 = {d,a^} U (R{ - {au}). Thus A' = A*"
1 
because A! ^ A1. Let A 1 - 1 = {d, a-} U (It4 - {gu}). Then just one norming 
mapping a : A1-1 -» Hz_1 exists with a(d) = nu and a(a'i) = m/. This yields 
dlm'i. 
(ii) The proof is similar to (i). D 
Proposit ion 11 The following equivalences hold: 
u = u ^=> d I m'i <=> e I m + i <=> d = e. 
Proo f Let us suppose that u = uf. Moreover, assume that d X m[. Then 
Ai+3 P Bu by Proposition 10. If eX mi+i, then A
l~1 P Bu which contradicts 
Cu P Bu. If e I mi+1, then A
i + 3 = {e, ai+2} U (It
1 - {gu}) = {d, a,+2} U (IT -
{au}) which yields e = d; thus c / m j + i , a contradiction. Hence d I m^. 
Consider d I m-. It means that A1'1 = {d,a'J U (It* - {gu}) = {e,a-} U 
(It' - {gu/}). Since d,e <£ R
l we have d = e and ix = uf. From oji(d) = n u we 
obtain d I m + i and thus e I ra*+i. Similarly, e I m^+i yields d = e, u = uf 
and d I m^ 
If d = e, then ai(d) = n u , ai(e) = nu/ . Hence n u = nu> and u = u
f. • 
a) Let us assume that it ^ iE\ Then d ^ e, dX nu,nk,m'i, A
l+3 P Bu and 
eXnu>,nk,mi+i, A
l~x P Bu>. 
Let J"3 = (G 3 ,M 3 , I 3 ) be a substructure of J with G3 = G\ U {d,e} and 
M3 = Mi U {b}. The graph of J3
P has the following form: 
Xu' Bu, ß i - i B' B
i+1 Bi+2 Bu X
u XiBj x 
Mf: 
QP. 
3' QU' j±i-~\ A% Ai+1 Ai+2 Ai+3 Cu Cj C" 
See incidence structures J"3, J% for p = 5, k - 2, u = 1, v! = 3 at Enclo-
sure 14. 
Theorem 11 If A P Bj, A ?- C-7', tfien a/sO AL F By for f + k,u,uf,j. 
Proo f Let A P Bj and A ^ Cj. Then A C G - G3 and there exists a e A, 
a e G-G3. Now, from \A DC
j\=p-l and Cj = {^ .^+2} U (.# - {ft}) 
we obtain A = {a,a^} U (R* ~~ {9j}) or A = {a ,a;+2} U (It
1 - {ft}) or A = 
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{a,a'{,ai+i} U (R
l - {9j,9j'})- Since A P Bj there exists a norming mapping 
a : A -> Hj. 
(i) First assume that A = {a, a^} U (R1 - {gj}). Then a(a) = m i + i , a(a^) = 
m^ and a(a r ) = n r for r ^ k, j . If a I nk, then AL I
p K-7 which is a contradiction. 
Thus aXnk. If a I nh then A! P B
{ where A! = {a, a!{} U (R! - {gk}). This 
is a contradiction. In the case aX nj we get A P Bl~l which also contradicts 
our assumption. 
(ii) If A = {a, a^+2} U (R
1 — {g?}), then one can get a contradiction similarly 
to(i). 
(iii) According to (i), (ii) we have A = {a,a^,a;+2} U (R
l — {gj,gy}). Let 
j ' = k. Then a(a) = b, a(ai+2) = mi+i, a(a'i) = m^ and a(gr) = nr for 
r 7- k,j. Hal nj, then A' P Bi+2 for A' = {a, ai+2} U (It* - {gfc}) which is a 
contradiction. In the case aX nj we obtain A Ip Xk. It follows from Theorems 
6, 7 that AL Ip XvW and because of H,- ^ K^fc) we have a contradiction. 
Let j ' = u. Then a(a) = n u , a(a-) = m'-, a (a ; + 2 ) = m i + 2 , a(gk) = b and 
a (g r ) = nr for r ^ u, k,j. If aX nj, then .4 I
p I?M which is a contradiction. In 
the case a I nj we obtain A' P Bi+2 where A' = {a, ai+2} U (-R* - {gu})- This 
is a contradiction again. We proceed in a similar way in the case j ' = u!. Hence 
j ' ^ k,u,u',j. 
We have a(a) = nj', a(a'i) = m-, a(a;+2) = m; + i , a(gu) = b and a(gr) = nr 
for r / k,j,j'. If a I nk, then 4̂ I
p X 7 which is a contradiction. Thus aX nk. 
Hal nj, then A' P Bi+2 where A' = {a,ai+2} U (jR* - {gjf}). This is a 
contradiction again. Thus aX nj an in this case A P Bj'. • 
Let us put L = { 1 , . . . ,p — 1} and L' = L — {k, u,u'}. To every j G I/ there 
exists A e Gp such that A. Ip Bj. Then, by Theorem 11, there exists j ' £ L', 
j ' ^ j such that A P Bj'. In this way we get a mapping £ : V -» 1/ which 
is involutory. However, this contradicts the fact that the positive integer \L'\ is 
odd. Hence, an incidence structure of type (p, n) satisfying the requirements 2, 
a) does not exist. 
b) Let us assume that u = u'. Then, by Propositions 10, 11, we have d = e, 
thus Ai+3 = {d,ai+2}U(R
i~{gu}), A
l~l = {d,a'i}\j(R
i -{gu}) and dXnu,nk, 
d I m'^m^i. 
Proposition 12 If J3 = (G3, M3,13) is a substructure of J with G3 = GiU{d} 
and M3 = Mi U {b}, then a graph of J% has a form 
Щ: 
ßi-1 ßi ßi + l ßi+2 BjXi Bu X
u Xk 
Gl-
Ai-l Ai Ai+1 Ai+2 Ai+3 cu ғ k c
k 
where Fj = {d, a't, ai+2} U ( # - {gu,9j}) f°
r 3 ^ u. 
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Enclosure 15 shows the incidence structures J$ and J7"3
5 for k = 2 and u = 1. 
Since the incidence structure J7" is of type (p, n) there exists either a set 
Bi+3 e MP w h e r e Ai+3 p Bi+3 o r a s e t s * - 2 e M P w h e r e A i~ i JP B i - 2 
Proposition 13 Le£ a sei Hi+3 G M p exist. Then Bi+3 = {x, b, mi+l} U (Q* -
{^/o^g}) ^ e r e x ^ M3 . If J± = (G 4 ,M 4 , I 4 ) is a substructure of J with 
G4 = Gi U {d} ana
7 M4 = Mx U {b, a:}, then a graph of J% has a form 
MPA: 
Gp: 
B І - I BÍ Bi+iBi+2Bi+з вq x
ą BjXj 
Fj Ci AІ-I AІ AІ+I AІ+2 Ai+г Fq C" 
Bu X
u Xk 
cu ғ k c
k 
P r o o f Since Hi+2 = {6,m i + i } U (Q
i - {nk}) and \B
i+2 n Bi+3\ = p - 1 
we have Bi+3 = {x,mi+l} U (Q
i - {nk}) or H
i+3 = {#,6} U (Q* - {nfc}) or 
I?^3 = {x,6,m i + i } U (Q* — {nk,nq}) where x £ M%. There exists a norming 
mapping a : Ai+3 -> FT+3 because A^3 P B^3. 
a) First suppose that Hi+3 = {x,mi+1} U (Q
l - {nfc}). Then a(d) = n u , 
a ( a i + 2 ) = rUi+i, cx(gk) = £ and a(^ r ) = n r for r ^ u,k. Let au I x. Then 
Ai+2 JP Bi+s w h i c h i s a contradiction. Hence gu/z. If a\ I x, then C
u P B' 
where B' = {x ,m- ,m i + i } U (Q
1 — {nk,nu}) which is a contradiction. If a\Xx, 
then Fk P B' where B' = {x, m i + i } U (Q* — {n^}). This is also a contradiction. 
b) Let BlJr3 = {x,b}U(Qi-{nk}). Then a(d) = nu,a(ai+2) = x} a(gk) = 6 
and a(gr) = n r for r 7- n, fc. Let gu I x. Then A
i + 2 Ip H' where H' = 
{#} U Q \ This is a contradiction. Hence guX x. If a\ I x, then A
1 P B' where 
B' = {x,m\} U (-R* — {nu}) which is a contradiction. Finally, if a\ X x, then 
Ai-i p Bi+3 w h i c h is a i s o a contradiction. 
c) Now it is clear that Bl+3 = {x, 6, mi+±} U (Q
l — {nk,nq}). First assume 
that q = u. Then a(d) = x, a(a i +2) = m^+i, a ( ^ ) = 6 and a(^ r ) = n r 
for r ^ n,k . Let gu I x. Then A
1' P B' where £ ' = {x} U Q \ This is a 
contradiction. Hence guX x. 
Let a\ I x. Then for an arbitrary j =fi u we have C-7 Ip IT where I?' = 
{x^m\^mi^i}U(Q
l — {nk)nu}) which is a contradiction. If a\X x, then C
u P B' 
where B' = {x^m-i+i} U (Ql — {nu) which is also a contradiction. Thus q ^ u. 
Then a(d) = nu, a(aijr2) = m i + i , a(gk) — 6, a(ag) = x and a(ar) = nr for 
r ^ k,u, a. Let an I x. Then A
2 + 1 Ip Bl+3 which is a contradiction. 
Hence guX x. If â  I x, then C
u Ip J5' where B' = {x,m / i ,m i+i} U (Q
z' -
{gtogg}) which is also a contradiction. Hence a\Xx. However, then Fq P J B
J + 3 
and Jl has a graph presented in the proposition. D 
Enclosure 16 shows J4 and J\ for k = 2, u = 1, a = 3. 
In a similar way we can prove the following proposition: 
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Proposition 14 If there exists a set B1"2 E Mp, then Bl~2 = {y,b,m'i} U 
(Ql - {nk,nq>}) where y <£ M3 . If J4 = (G4,M4,I4) is a substructure of J with 




1-1 в{ вi+lвi+2 
C<* Fq> A^
1 Aг Ai+1 Ai+2 Ai+3 
BjX* 





Remark 5 If both sets Bl+3,Bl 2 exist, then q •=/=• q'. Indeed, in the contrary 
case we have Fq P B
l+3, B1"2 which is a contradiction. 
T h e o r e m 12 Let us put L = {1,... ,p-l} and L' = L-{k,u,q,q'}. If Fj P B 
for j G L' where B =fi Bj, then also Fj> P B for j ' E L',j' / j . 
Proof Let Fj P B, j G L' and B 7- Bj. If J"5 = (G 5 , M 5 , J5) is a substructure 
of J with G5 = Gi U {d} and M 5 = Mi U {b,x,y} (x,y are from Propositions 
13, 14), then B E Mf and there exists 2 G £ , z G M - M5 . With respect to 
\Bf)Bj\ = p - l we have H = {z ,m-,m,+i}U(Q' ~{n f c ,nj}) or B = {z,b, m ' j u 
(Q l - {n/c, n^}) or 23 = {z, b, m + i } U (Q l - {nfc, %•}) or H = {2, b, m'i,mi+i} U 
(<3Z — {nk,nj,nj>}). Moreover, there exists a norming mapping a : Fj —> 5 . 
Assume that B = {z, mj, m2+i} U (Q
l — {n^, n^}). Then a(d) = n u , a(a^) = 
m-, a(a,+2) = mi+i, a(gk) = z and a(g r) = n r for r 7̂  k,n,f If gM / 2, 
then G-7 Jp H which is a contradiction. Thus guX z. Let gj I z . This yields 
Cu P B' where H' = {z, m^, mz+i} U (Q* - {nk,nu}). This is a contradiction. 
From gj X z we obtain F& Jp H which is a contradiction again. In a similar way 
we can prove that also the two following cases are impossible. 
Hence, B = {z,b, m^,m2+i} U (Q
l — {nk,nj,nj>}). Assume that j ' = u. 
Then a(d) = z, a(ai^) = m»+i, a(a7 j = m^, a(g^) = b and a(gr) = n r for 
r ^ k,u,j. If gj , / z, then Gu Jp B which is a contradiction. If gj I z, then 
Fk P B' where B' = {z,m'i,mi+i} U (<3* ~ {nu,nk}). This is a contradiction 
again. Thus j ' ^ u. 
Assume that j = q. Then a(d) = n u , a(a2+2) = m^+i, a(aj) = mj, a(g^) = 
b, a . ^ ) = z and a(g r) = n r for r 7̂  u,j,k,q. If ĝ - >/ z, then Fq P B which 
is a contradiction. If gj I z, then Fk P B' where B' = {z,m^,m t+i} U (Q
% — 
{nq,nk}). This is also a contradiction. Therefore, j ' / g. Similarly we prove 
that j ' 7̂  q'. We have obtained that j ' G L' and a(d) = n u , a(aj) = mj, 
a(a;+2) = mi+i, a(g/c) = b, a(gj') = z and a(g r) = n r for r 7̂  u,j,k,j'. If 
gu I z, then G-
7 Ip 13 which is a contradiction. Thus gu X z. If gj I z, then 
Gw P B' where £?' = {z, b, m-,m2+i} U (Q
z - {n^,n u ,n j /}) . This is also a 
contradiction. Hence gjX z which yields Fj> P B. • 
Remark 6 Enclosure 17 shows the situation described in Theorem 12 for p = 7, 
k =. 2, g = 3, q' = 4, j = 6, j ' = 5. In Theorem 12 there is supposed that both 
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sets Hz+3, Bl 2 exist. However, this theorem also holds if one of those sets does 
not exist. Then V = L — {fc, u, q} resp. L' = L — {fc, u, q'}. 
First let us assume that both sets Bl+3, B%~2 exist and consider the sets 
L,L' from Theorem 12 where \L'\ = p - 5. If Fj G G
p for j G V', then there 
exists a set Y} G M p , >j ^ Dj, such that Fj Ip Y}. Moreover, by Theorem 
12, Fj' Ip Yj for a certain j ' G L' distinct from j . If we put £(-7) = j ' for an 
arbitrary j G L', then £ is involutory mapping of the set V. For every j G L' let 
us consider a substructure Jj = (Gj,Mj,Ij) of J where Gj = {G-7, Fj, Fj', C-7 }, 




C - F^Fg^C^ C C Agi c , i Fqi Fq2 <7« <?" Eu c
fc 
Figure 7 
Let us consider an involutory mapping <p of the set L described in Theorem 7. 
Then tp(u) = fc and <p induces an involutory mapping of a set L" = L — {n, fc} 
where \L"\ = p — 3. 
Let J5 = (G5, M5 , J5) be a substructure of J where G5 = G\ U{d} and M5 = 
Mi U {b, £,?/}. We assign a graph of this structure by means of Propositions 
13, 14. If we put (p(q) = Oi, then Oi G L' and there exists a set Aqi G G
P 
such that Aqi I
p Xq,Xqi (see Figure 7). Furthermore, let £(gi) = £ip(q) = g2 
where q<i G L". Consider a substructure Jqi where X
q2 G Mqi\ let us put 
(D(O2) = ^^(q) = g3 and £(#3) = g4, consider Jgg where X
94 G Mg3 etc. 
Similarly, let <p(q') = q[, £<p(q') = £(#i) — #2 e t c - There exist positive 
integers v, w where 
&---€<P(q) = Qv and £ip...&(q') = q'w 
V w 
such that v -\- w = p — 5 (Figure 7). With respect to \L"\ = p — 3 we obtain 
(p(qv) = qw. Hence, there exists a set A G G
p such that A Ip Xqv,Xqw which is 
a contradiction. Thus, any incidence structure described above does not exist. 
Let us suppose that B'L+2 exists and B1"1 does not, i. e. i = 1. Then 
there also exists an involutory mapping £ of the set V = L ~ {fc, u, a} which 
contradicts the fact that L' has an odd number of elements. Similarly we obtain 
a contradiction if B%~x exists and Bl+2 does not. 
Thus, any incidence structure of type (p, n) satisfying the requirements 2, 
b) does not exist. 
Main Theorem Let J = (G, M, I) be an incidence structure of type (p, n) 
where p ,n > 2. Let Rl = Rl+1 for a certain i, 0 < i < n — 2 and a!{X m!i. Then 
p is odd, thus p = 2q-\- 1 and a arap/i Of iae incidence structure Jp is either (*) 
from [5] where n = 3g + 2 Or (**) ujtWe n = 5g + 3. 
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